
Test on _________

natural resources:

materials that come 

directly from nature and 

are used by people --

such as coal, water, soil, 

wood (trees)

human resources:

People working to 

produce goods or 

services– such as 

miners, painters, 

farmers, builders

capital resources:

Goods (tools) made by 

people AND used to 

produce other goods and 

services – such as a 

hammer, lawn mower, 

computer,  truck,  

factory building

goods – things people make or use to 

satisfy needs and wants

services – activities that satisfy 

people’s needs and wants

producer– a person who uses 

resources to make goods and/or 

provide services

consumer – a person who uses or 

buys goods and services

Economics : 

the study of how people use resources and spend money

Economic Choice: A decision made 

when there are choices about earning, 

spending or saving money

Opportunity Cost: the next best 

choice that is given up when a decision 

is made.

Choices Choice 

made

Choice given 

up

(Opportunity 

Cost)

Ice cream 

or popcorn

Ice cream popcorn

Spend now 

or save for 

the future

Spend 

now

Save for the future



barter – the exchange of goods or services 

without the use of money (trade) 

*Traders in Mali exchanged

gold for salt.                                            

money – coins, paper bills, & 

checks used to pay for goods or 

services

Scarcity – not being able to 
meet all wants or needs at the 
same time because resources 
are limited

*During a drought, 

water is scarce.

basic needs
food, clothing,  
and  shelter

wants
things we want 
BUT don’t 
have to have-
like toys, 
games,  or 
candy

Why do people have to make economic choices?

People must make economic choices because resources are scarce (limited).

Why does an economic choice involve giving up something else?

People have to make choices because they cannot have everything they want.  All 

choices require giving something up (opportunity cost).

Specialization:
People and regions often specialize in the 
production of certain goods and services 
because they cannot produce everything 
they want-they focus on producing one 
kind of good or service

*People in Ancient Greece lived on a 
peninsula and had access to the 
Mediterranean Sea, so they specialized in 
building ships (goods), which were used for 
trading and transportation (service)

Interdependence:
People trade because they want goods and 
services that they do not have- people 
depend on each other

trade


